EUG Inaugural Meeting Notes –
19Nov2018
Attendees: 24 individuals, representing 15 organizations, attended the inaugural EUG Telecon on
November 19, 2018.
Agenda:
Introductions
EUG Overview (Purpose, Scope, and Objectives)
Landsat Collection 1 and US ARD
Landsat Science Data Products
Landsat Collection 2 Metadata
Wrap-up and Future Plans
Members of the EUG receive a copy of the presentation slides.

During the presentations, 6 polling questions were asked, below are the
questions and synopsis of the answers:
Q1. Please provide your name and organization.
A. This was just a house keeping question that revealed who is making up our audience. 24 individuals,
representing 15 organizations.

Q2. Have you ever downloaded and used the US Analysis Ready Data (ARD) products? Please rate the
ease of use.
A.
2 answers of “No”
5 answers of “Yes”
3 answers that were asking clarifying questions/feedback about the data – so we can assume they are a
“yes”
Overall, It seemed that the audience was mostly aware of, and had worked with ARD data before, but
there is a significant number of users who have not yet used the data.

Q3. What metadata format option(s) would be most useful for you and why?

A. The 4 answers were varied, and included JSON, ODL, XML, but the overall theme to the answer was to
pick a stable format that would not change very often.

Q4. Do you have any questions or comments on the planned metadata changes for Collection 2?
A. The 4 answers were centered around metadata stability (especially within the version), and the
advantage of having examples of metadata files ahead of time.

Q5. Any requests for future EUG topics?
A. Requests included Sentinel 2 topics, and a briefing on future cloud opportunities.

Q6. Please Rate the value of this webinar.
A. Overall, there was positive feedback, and a suggestion to think of ways to expand the community
participation on the calls.

